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Abstract: The aim of this study is to predict a model with the smallest errors by comparing built homology
models using three different methods instead of using just one method. The generated models from building
homology models always contain errors. The outcomes with smaller errors are the best models to be used for
further study. The combination of three methods resulted in the determination of one model, the model no. 2,
which is better than the other constructed models. The DOPE score of this model was -36613.3 which held the
4th place in DOPE score rank and the score from profiles-3D was 195.05 which was the best in  the verify score
rank. The online protein models assessment PROCHECK results showed that 98.8% residues (without Pro and
Gly) of this model are in the most favoured and additional allowed regions. The results show that the three
methods used, may help to select a better model to be simulated by considering different perspectives than if
we choose a model with only one method perspective.   
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INTRODUCTION

Neuraminidase (NA) is one of the surface
glycoprotein of the influenza virus that has been
considered to be a suitable target to inhibit the virus
spread  because  it  has a major role in viral replication
(Liu et al., 1995; McKimm-Breschkin et al., 1996; Palese
and Schulman, 1977). After the budding virion in the edge
of host cell mature, this sialydase catalyze the cleavage
process in the junction of budding virus and host cells.
The cleavage process could determine the virulence of
virus. The rate of the releasing process could determine
the number of viruses that may infect another host cells.
Furthermore, it could aggravate the symptoms in the
infected species. The NA glycoprotein has been shown by
many experimental studies (in vivo and in vitro) to have
a major role like haemagglutinin (HA) in viral replication
(Mitnaul et al., 2000). Following experimental studies,
researchers then diversified the research field into a
complementary theoretical and computational-based
research named in silico. 

In silico research improved the knowledge of
molecular proteins, including NA. The ability of NA
binding affinity and high catalytic activity was the
greatest aim in the study of this molecule. NA is also
known to have the unique ability of rejecting inhibitor
drug   molecules  after  antigenic  shift  and  antigenic
drift    even   if   it   was   by   a   single   mutation
(Russell  et  al.,  2006; Chachra and Rizzo, 2008;
McKimm-Breschkin et al., 1998;  Mishin  et al., 2005;
Sheu et al., 2008; Wetherall et al., 2003; McKimm-

Breschkin    et    al.,    2003;   Yen   et    al.,   2007;
Meijer     et   al.,   2009;    Monto    et   al.,   2006;
Tamura et al., 2009). The latest issue in NA research is to
design and improve the structure of ligand based on the
sialic acid molecule which could inhibit better than the
rejected drugs using Molecular Dynamics Simulation
(MDS).

To provide the accurate data for MDS, we must
prepare an optimal molecule to simulate. The limitation of
the crystallized structure molecule of neuraminidase
provides potential growth of the technique known as
homology modeling. This is based on the three
dimensional (3D) structure prediction used as an
alternative way to gain insight on the activity and the
behavior of protein as long as that particular model posses
the correct amount of sequence identity for further
homology modeling (Krieger et al., 2003). 

The objective of this study is to determine the best
model by comparing structures with three different
methods. The evaluations of the models generated from
homology modeling are needed to create a better
simulation. In this study, we try to evaluate the best model
we can achieve with the methods known as DOPE (Shen
and Sali, 2006) and 3D-profiles (Lüthy et al., 1992;
Ramachandran et al., 1963). Both methods have its
advantage. DOPE score is useful to check the reliability
of the model by its stability and 3D-profiles evaluates the
likelihood that a residue should be present within its
current environment. After the evaluation, we make re-
evaluation with PROCHECK (Fiser and Sali, 2000;
Laskowski  et al., 1993; Morris et al., 1992) to look at the
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Table 1: The identity percentage of several potential templates
Templates Type Identity (%)
1INF B 30
2HU0 N1 45.7
2BAT N2 89.7
1V0Z N6 51.2
2HT7 N8 47.4
2QWK N9 49

3D-profiles. The parameter for MODELER was set with
DOPE-HR method, which is very similar to the DOPE
(Discrete Optimized Protein Energy) method but is
obtained at higher resolution. The parameter for 3D-
profiles was set with smooth windows sized 10 and
Kabsch-Sander (1983) algorithm for secondary structure
stereo chemical properties of the models. This is useful to
identify regions with errors in backbone geometry. Using
these three evaluation methods, we can compare the
results to seek a better model to conduct a simulation.    
        

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The NA amino acid sequence of A/chicken/
Pennsylvania/ 1370/1983 was taken from NCBI (2010)
with the accession code ABI85148 and ACZ45193. This
NA is obtained from the high pathogenic avian influenza
virus which is mutated from the low pathogenic viruses
that attacked 6 months before the pathogenic one spread
in Pennsylvania in 1983 (Bean et al., 1985).

The NA protein templates for homology modeling
were selected from crystallized structures stored in the
protein data bank of RCSB (2011). The crystal structures
of NA’s were limited and in this study we achieved
multiple sequence analysis with 6 potential templates with
BLOSUM 30 scoring matrix. The sequences were 1INF,
2HU0, 2BAT, 1V0Z, 2HT7 and 2QWK.   

Building homology models were produced using
MODELER (Sali et al., 1995) which is integrated in
Accelrys Discovery Studio 2.1. The parameters during
this process were a medium optimization level of models
and cut overhangs to remove the terminal unaligned
residues in model sequence for comparison reason with
the template. The homology modeling generated 10
models   that   were  produced  by  known  N2  structure

template 2BAT after typed with CHARMm forcefield.
The template 2BAT was used because by multiple
sequence analysis it showed that this structure is the
closest one with highest sequence identity (Table 1). 

The selected model was then evaluated to verify its
reliability   with   DOPE  method using MODELER and
method. The model that has a good rank in both of
methods   (Table  2)   was   sent   to   Swiss  Expasy
(Arnold et al., 2006) to be analyzed with PROCHECK to
see the stereo chemical perspective of the model. 

All procedures conducted in the study started at early
December until middle January at the Physics
Department, Universitas Indonesia. Software used was
Accelrys Discovery Studio 2.1 ran on an amd x3, 3 GHz
RAM desktop.

RESULTS

Multiple sequence analysis was done to compare the
identity of a few potential templates. By sequence
identity, it showed that the best fit template molecule to
the sequence is 2BAT which is a type 2 neuraminidase.
This result is in accordance to Bean et al. (1985) whom
told that the virus is neuraminidase type 2. Furthermore
the results also showed that the 1370 sequences were
close to such as N6 and N9 sequences which
phylogeneticaly grouped in the group-2 which has a
closed conformation same as N2 (Amaro et al., 2009;
Thompson et al., 1994; Patel et al., 2009).

In Table 2 we provide three different assessment
models and template. The first score column is the verify
score which was obtained from profiles-3d method. The
value ranges from 180.89 to 195.09. This range of value
is above high expected score which only 176.92. This
shows that all the models produced were valid and have
good compatibility to be used as a hypothetical protein
structure to be simulated. The profiles-3d verification for
the known structure (the template 2BAT) was also
executed to compare scores of the modeled structure with
its template. From this procedure it was found that the
score  of the modeled structures were in the same order as

Table 2: The scores of 10 models and template 2BAT for comparison molecule
Most favoured and additional

Template and models Verify score DOPE residues (%) (without Gly and Pro)
2BAT 195.09 -39409.9 98.5
Model 1 190.31 -36959.3 98.8
Model 2 195.05 -36613.3 98.8
Model 3 184.29 -35980.6 98.5
Model 4 184.15 -35836.4 98.8
Model 5 190.86 -36154.7 98.2
Model 6 192.80 -35913.0 99.1
Model 7 181.72 -35566.3 98.5
Model 8 182.71 -37079.6 98.8
Model 9 180.89 -36408.1 98.8
Model 10 193.56 -36908.4 98.8
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Fig. 1a: Ramachandran plots of: Model 2 

the template.  The residues in the structures of all models
seem to be placed in appropriate environment. The best
model score was the model 2 which has a value of 195.05.

The second column contained DOPE-HR scores
which were obtained from the DOPE method. The value
varies in range from -35566.3 to -37079.6. They are all
higher than the DOPE-HR score of template molecule
2BAT which is -39409.9. The minimum score reached by
model 8 with -37079.6 is also the closest one with the

template molecule and could be said as the most relatively
stable and reliable model to be simulated. 

The third column shows the percentage of residues
which are placed in most favoured and additionally
allowed region. The results were divided into 4 ranks
because some of them had the same value. The first rank
was filled by model 6 with 99.1%, second rank are
models 1, 2, 4, 8, 9 and 10 with 98.8%, the third rank are
models 3  and  7  with 98.5%, and fourth is model 5 with
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Fig. 1b: Ramachandran plots of  Model 10

98.2%. The template 2BAT has the same percentage with
the third rank. 

The result from PROCHECK did not contain Gly and
Pro residues in the same Ramachandran plots because
they have special properties. It was provided in specific
residue Ramachandran plots. There is no residue in Gly
Ramachandran plots which placed in disallowed region
but in Pro Ramachandran plots there is Pro266 residue
which placed in disallowed region. It occurred in all
models that were generated.       

DISCUSSION

The aim of this experiment is attempting to determine
the best model by comparing three methods. Not to
legitimate one or more methods by scrutinizing the other
methods. We select the better model which had good
scores in all the three methods. The reason for doing this
is because all the methods have advantages in their own
respect  and  by  applying  these three methods we could
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produce an improved approach in determining the most
accurate model to simulate in further studies.

From the first method, we have all models as a
compatible model but cannot determine the model which
has greatest the verify score before checking with another
method since we need to see the stability of the model
which we could see through DOPE score results. From
the second method we have another three models which
is better than model 2. They are model 8, 1 and 10 which
placed the model 2 as the 4th rank. After closely looking
back at the verify-3d score results, only model 10 has a
potential to replace model 2 for the best selected model.

After selecting model 2 and 10 as potentially the best
model, we take a look at the PROCHECK assessment
method  results.  Model 10 are in the same rank with
model 2 for percentage of residues in the most favourable
and additionally allowed regions. Then we compared the
Ramachandran plots of both models and there is one
residue which placed in the disallowed region for model
10 which did not occur in model 2. By this, comparing
with model 10 in Ramachandran plots, model 2 is better
(Fig. 1a, b).

The value of DOPE score was not compared with
another research in model assessment. It was because the
DOPE score is depends on the structural probability of
molecule. The pairwise statistical potential function of a
protein with numbers of N atoms can be represented by
the pairwise probability density function. The molecule
which has more atoms will have a more negative DOPE
score.

It also occurred in 3D-profiles score. Since we did
not find the similar molecule to compare, we are not able
to accomplish the comparison of verify score. We could
not compare it with another molecule because the residues
that constitute the structure are different.      

The values of PROCHECK results were compared
with other molecules model assessment and show that our
result   model   is   in   the   same  order. The amylase
(Patel et al., 2009), ninjurin (Khatri et al., 2010) and
lycopene (Satpathy et al., 2010) best model evaluation
showed about 87.3, 87.3 and 88.2%, respectively, residues
were in the most favoured region while our best model
has 88.3%.

CONCLUSION

All neuraminidase models were generated from
homology modeling may produce errors that we could not
see with only one method. The use of a few methods
which each of them could act on behalf of unique
perspective may provide advantages to selecting the best
model to simulate. Some of models were produced could
have an error in stereo chemistry even its stability is the
better than the other. This is why we try to choose the best
model by comparing with several methods. The model

chosen was model 2 which has preferably good rank in
every method we carried out.
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